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Notes to the Student

What is this? How do I use it to study?

Welcome to the “Geometry (Common Core) Facts You Must Know Cold for the Regents Exam” study guide! I hope that you find this guide to be
an invaluable resource as you are studying for your Geometry Regents examination. This guide holds the essential information, formulas, and
concepts that you must know in order to pass, or even master your Regents exam! Over 200 hours have been put into the development of this study
guide – this packet has it all for you! This study guide is specifically designed for students but can be used by teachers to ensure that there are no
gaps in their curriculum. So students, how do you use this to be incredibly successful? First and foremost, you need to know this stuff cold. There
are no exceptions – you need to memorize and understand the material presented in this study guide. If you don’t know the basics, then how are
you going to complete practice exams? You can’t. You need to take one step at a time; this is the first step. After you have read through these
concepts and theorems several times, it’s time to try an administered Geometry Regents exam. For your first attempt, I recommend that you have
this study guide handy as a guide. If you’re stuck on a question, consult this study guide to see what concept or theorem you need to apply to the
problem. This method of getting stuck on a question, consulting this study guide, and finding the correct theorem helps your mind grow and retain
these mathematical concepts. If you are still stuck, then visit www.nysmathregentsprep.com and watch our fully explained regents exam videos in
Geometry. We have all exams available! I wish you all of mathematical success! If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at
tclark@nysmathregentsprep.com. Good luck!

Notes to the Teacher

Whatʼs new to this edition?

This is the fifth edition of the “Geometry (Common Core) Facts You Must Know Cold for the Regents Exam”, published in the spring of 2020 as
a black and white friendly version. If you are familiar with the previous versions, you may notice major changes. The entire packet was essentially
scrapped as the previous editions quickly became outdated. The study guide has now been restructured and organized in a different format. It was
also discovered that a few topics were missing from the previous edition. A listing shown below indicates some missing topics from the fourth
edition that have been added in the fifth edition:
ü Updates to Polygons, Angle, & Segment Relationships – the listing of shapes, definitions in Euclidean Geometry.
ü Updates to Triangles & Trigonometry – a complete overhaul here, with diagrams supplementing concepts and theorems.
ü Updates to Coordinate & Transformational – a complete overhaul here as well, with the inclusion of the Cartesian Plane and the second
formula for partitioning a line segment, dilating a line, and other topics.
ü Updates to 3D Figures - composite solids, conversions in the metric system, definitions and volume formulas of certain 3-D figures.
In addition to these topics, formatting was updated, diagrams were improved, and all typos that we were informed about were corrected. It is also
worth mentioning that some topics were removed or purposely not included. Constructions were removed in this update because it was not helpful
at all. Some concepts that were not included were points of concurrency, surface area, finding a centroid in the Cartesian plane, and other topics
simply because they are not included in the NYS Mathematics Standards in Geometry, or they have not been tested often enough.
We hope that you find this study guide to be an invaluable resource for you and your students. We encourage you to make photo copies and
distribute this to all of your students. If you teach other regents level courses such as Algebra 1 and Algebra 2, visit our website at
www.nysmathregentsprep.com to download those study guides too! If you have any questions, comments, or suggestions, please don’t hesitate to
contact me at tclark@nysmathregentsprep.com.

Like what we do?

NYS Mathematics Regents Preparation is a non-for-profit organization. We are dedicated to enhance the learning for all mathematics students.
This organization cannot operate without your help! Consider becoming a patron of NYS Mathematics Regents Preparation. With your support, we
can publish more material on our website and YouTube, as well as expand our services into AP Calculus AB & BC, AP Statistics, SAT & ACT
Prep, and more! Please visit https://www.patreon.com/nysmathregentsprep to make a monthly or a one-time donation today!
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Corcoran, Mrs. Efstratia Vouvoudakis, Mr. Scott Drucker, and Mr. Ed Papo. Other teachers who have also inspired me include Mrs. Jacquelyn
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Geometry (Common Core) Regents Exam Study Guide – “Facts You Must Know Cold for the Regents Exam”
Parallel Lines

POLYGONS AND ANGLE & SEGMENT RELATIONSHIPS
Polygons – Shapes, Interior, & Exterior Angles

Definition: a polygon is a 2-dimensional closed figure
that is the union of line segments in a plane. A polygon
has three or more sides.
Important Formulas
Sum of Interior Angles for any Polygon: 180 (& − 2)
Each Interior Angle of a Regular Polygon:

*+, (-./)
-

Sum of Exterior Angles for any Polygon: 360°

34,

Each Exterior Angle of a Regular Polygon:
Definition: In a regular polygon, all interior angles are
congruent to each other and all of its sides are the same
length.
Note: All polygons shown below are regular!
Polygon
Figure
Sides & Angles

Triangle

3

Quadrilateral

4

Pentagon

5

Hexagon

6

Septagon
-or-

Heptagon

Definition: two lines are parallel if and
only if they lie in the same plane and
do not intersect. Parallel line never
cross.
Definition: a transversal is a line that
intersects two or more lines in the
same plane. The intersected lines may,
or may not, be parallel.
• Alternate interior angles are
E
congruent.

Angle Relationships & Definitions
•

Two angles are congruent is they are equal
in measure.

•

A right angle is an angle that measures 90°.

•

Complementary angles are two angles
whose measures add to 90°.

•

•

•

Supplementary angles are two angles
whose measures add to 180°.
•

Adjacent angles are two angles that have a
common vertex and common side, that do
not overlap.
A linear pair is a pair of adjacent angles
whose non-common sides form a straight
line.

•

7
•

Octagon

8

Nonagon

9

Decagon

10

Hendecagon

11

Dodecagon

12

•

Vertical angles are two non-adjacent angles
formed by the intersection of two lines.
Consecutive adjacent angles on a straight
line add to 180°.

•
o

•

a+b+c=360

Consecutive adjacent angles
a
around a point add to 360°. b
c

a
b

A

B

C

D

F
Alternate exterior angles are
E
congruent.
A

B

C

D

F
Corresponding angles are
E
congruent.
A

B

C

D

F
Same-side interior angles are
supplementary. E

A

B

C

D
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F

Important Triangle Theorems
3
• Exterior Angle Theorem: the measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is equal

TRIANGLES & TRIGONOMETRY
Classifying Triangles

to the sum of the two non-adjacent interior angles.

Definition: a triangle is a closed polygon with three sides and
three interior angles.
Classifying Triangles by Sides

Type of Triangle

Side Relationship

Figure

Scalene

No congruent sides

Isosceles

2 congruent sides

Equilateral

3 congruent sides
•
•

Acute

All angles are < 90

Right

One right angle
o
that is 90

o

Obtuse

One angle that
o
is > 90

Equiangular

All angles are
o
congruent, each 60

Triangle Angle-Sum Theorem: the sum of the measures of
the interior angles of a triangle equals 180°.

FI

A

•
•

•
•

We know since
, that

D

GI

E

B

A

C

Midsegment Theorem: the midsegment of a triangle, which joins the midpoints
of two sides of a triangle, is parallel to the third side of the triangle and half
the length of that third side of the triangle. It also splits the triangle
B
into two similar triangles.

Triangle Inequality Theorems

Angle Relationship

Figure

FG

D

E
C

Medians & Centroids

Definition: a median of a
triangle is a segment
joining any vertex of the
triangle to the midpoint
of the opposite side.

The sum of two sides must be greater than the third side.
The difference of two sides must be less than the third side.

B

1

A

Side-Splitter Theorem: If a line is parallel to a side of a triangle and
intersects the other two sides, then this line divides
those two sides proportionally. Since ∆@AB~∆@DE, we also
know that FH = FJ = HJ holds to be true.

•

Classifying Triangles by Angles

Type of Triangle

•

2

B

C

The longest side of the triangle is opposite the largest angle.
The largest angle of the triangle is opposite the longest side.

A

C

D

Definition: the
intersection of the three
medians of a triangle
creates a point of
concurrency called the
centroid of the triangle. A
centroid divides the
medians into a 2 ∶ 1 ratio.

The shortest side of the triangle is opposite the smallest angle.
The smallest angle of the triangle is opposite the smallest side.

B

∠7 + ∠9 + ∠: = <=>°
This theorem applies to all triangles!

E

D
A
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F

C

Triangle Congruence Theorems

Isosceles Triangles

Definition: an isosceles triangle is a triangle that has exactly
two congruent sides and exactly two congruent angles.
Vertex Angle
Leg

Leg

Base Angle

Base

Base Angle

Isosceles Triangle Theorem: if two sides of a triangle are
congruent, then the angles opposite those congruent sides
are congruent to each other as well.
Since @D ≅ ED, we can
conclude that ∠D@E ≅ ∠DE@.

Isosceles Triangle Theorem (Converse): if two angles of a
triangle are congruent, then the sides opposite those
congruent angles are congruent to each other as well.

Two figures are congruent if they have the
same shape and size. When two triangles are
congruent, all three pairs of corresponding
sides are congruent and all three pairs if
corresponding angles are congruent. There
are 5 ways to prove triangles congruent:

Theorem: in an isosceles triangle, the altitude drawn from
the vertex is also the median to the opposite side and the
angle bisector of the vertex angle.

B

A

In the diagram shown to the left,
since DA is the altitude of an
isosceles triangle, ∠@DA ≅ ∠EDA
and @A ≅ AE.

D

C

Two figures are similar if they have the same
shape, but not necessarily the same size. When
two triangles are similar, corresponding angles
are congruent and the corresponding sides are
in proportion. There are 3 ways to prove
triangles similar (note: sides are associated with
proportionality, not congruency):

Side-Side-Side (SSS)
Angle-Angle (aa)
Side-Angle-Side (SAS)
Side-Angle-Side (SAS)
Angle-Side-Angle (ASA)

Angle-Angle-Side (AAS)

Hypotenuse-Leg (HL)
Since ∠D@E ≅ ∠DE@, we can
conclude that @D ≅ ED.

Similar Triangle Theorems

C.P.C.T.C. – Corresponding Parts of
Congruent Triangles are Congruent
We use C.P.C.T.C. after we prove two
triangles to be congruent. Think of this as
“gathering evidence”. C.P.C.T.C. is used to
prove a separate congruence relationship
after we’ve proved congruency of the two
triangles, so think of this as “solving the
case”.

Side-Side-Side (SSS)
C.S.S.T.P. - Corresponding Sides of Similar
Triangles are in Proportion
We use C.S.S.T.P. after we prove two triangles
to be similar. It is used to prove a
proportionality of sides.
Theorem: In a proportion, the product of the
means equals the product of the extremes.
FG

FI

Example: If FH = FJ , then L@AML@EM = (@D)(@B)

The Pythagorean Theorem

To find the missing side of any right
triangle if the lengths of two sides
are given, use the formula

7N + 9N = :N

a

where a and b are the legs, and c is
the hypotenuse, which is always
across from the right angle.
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c
b

The Mean Proportional

Right Triangle Trigonometry
A
Trigonometric Functions

7 9
YZ [Z
= ⟺
=
9 :
[Z Z\

opposite

B

adjacent

b
a D

A

Leg Theorem (HYLLS / PSSW):
Each leg of a right triangle is the mean proportional
between the hypotenuse and the projection of
the leg on the hypotenuse.

c

C

B

`ab Y = cd` [

e

] ^
YZ Y[
= ⟺
=
^ _
Y[ Y\

A

se

Altitude Theorem (SAAS / Heartbeat Method):
The altitude to the hypotenuse of a right triangle
is the mean proportional between the segments
into which it divides the hypotenuse.

Key Idea: a trigonometric
function relates one acute
angle of a right triangle to
the ratio of the lengths of
any two sides of the
triangle. Trigonometric
functions can operate with
B
C
either of the two acute
angles of a right triangle.
• When solving for a side, use the sin, cos, and tan buttons.
• When solving for an angle, use the sin.* , cos .* , and tan.* buttons.
Sine & Cosine of Complementary Angles
Theorem: if ∠@ and ∠D are the acute angles of a right triangle, then:

nu
te
po
hy

Definition: the mean proportional is a relationship that is described when an
altitude is drawn from the right-angle vertex of a right triangle. This altitude
then creates three right triangles, all with special relationships.

Theorem: sine and cosine are cofunctions, which are complementary,
with the following relationship:

C

d D

`abe = cd`(f>° − e)
cd`e = `ab(f>° − e)

f
Trigonometry – Area of a Triangle

Trigonometry – The Laws of Sines & Cosines

This section is under
construction!
The area of a triangle with
trigonometry is considered
supplementary and optional material;
it is not included as a testing standard
in the NYS Mathematics Standards.
This will be coming when Common
Core is phased out and the new test
in Geometry comes June, 2024.

This section is under construction!
The Laws of Sines & Cosines is considered supplementary
and optional material; it is not included as a testing
standard in the NYS Mathematics Standards. This will be
coming when Common Core is phased out and the new
test in Geometry comes June, 2024.
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COORDINATE & TRANSFORMATIONAL GEOMETRY

Coordinate geometry associates every point with a coordinate pair (g, h),
which locates the position of that point in the coordinate plane, which is made up of four
quadrants defined by two axes, called the g − tguv and h − tguv, which intersects at a
point called the origin which is the point (0,0).

Slopes & Linear Equations
Slope Formula

i =

jkl^ △ p
pN − p<
=
=
jmn △ q
qN − q<

y

where (g* , h* ) and (g/ , h/ ) are points on the given line.
Visuals of Slopes of Lines
y

x

Positive Slope

•
•
•

II

x

x

x

Negative Slope

Quadrant

y

y

y

Zero Slope

Quadrant

Undefined Slope

III

Parallel lines have the same slope.
Perpendicular lines have negative reciprocal slopes.
Lines that have the same slope and the same h −intercept
are not parallel, rather they are the same line that are
simply overlapping each other.

Slope-Intercept Form of a Line

Point-Slope Form of a Line

p = iq + 9

p − p< = i(q − q< )

where r is the slope and s
is the h − intercept.

where r is the slope, and
g* and h* are the values of
a given point on the line.

y

b

m

y

(x1 , y1)
x

The Coordinate Plane & Formulas

Quadrant Relationships
Quadrant I
Quadrant
Both the g − values and the h − values
are positive.
Quadrant II
Origin The g − values are negative and the
x h − values are positive.
Quadrant III
Quadrant
Both the g − values and the
h − values are negative.
Quadrant IV
The g − values are positive and the
h − values are negative.

I

IV

Midpoint Formula
w=x

q< + qN p< + pN
,
y
N
N

where (g* , h* ) and (g/ , h/ ) are two
points on a given line.
Partitioning a Line Segment
Formulas #1
q − q<
= {k|^n }7~k
qN − q

m
x

Distance Formula
] = z(qN − q< )N + (pN − p< )N
where (g* , h* ) and (g/ , h/ ) are two
points on a given line.
Partitioning a Line Segment
Formula #2
Äq< +

7
7
(qN − q< ) , p< +
(p − p< )Å
7+9
7+9 N

where the ratio in the form t ∶ s, t is the
first value of the partition, s is the second
value of the partition, t + s is the sum of
the partitions, and (g* , h* )
where (g* , h* ) and (g/ , h/ ) are two points on a
and (g/ , h/ ) are two points
given line, and the ratio is in the form t ∶ s.
on a given line.
p − p<
= {k|^n }7~k
pN − p
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Rotation

Reflection

Definition: a reflection flips a figure
over a line or a point so that the figure
appears as a mirror image.

l

Definition: a rotation is the spinning
of a figure around a pivot point
called the center of rotation.

Translation

Definition: a translation is a
transformation that slides or moves
a figure from one position to
another.
y

Dilation

Definition: a dilation enlarges or
reduces the size of a figure without
changing its shape.
A'
A
C

C'

B
B'

x

jq.7qkl (q, p) = (q, −p)
Center of Rotation

jp.7qkl (q, p) = (−q, p)

}f>° (q, p) = (−p, q)

jpÇq (q, p) = (p, q)

}<=>° (q, p) = (−q, −p)

jpÇ.q (q, p) = (−p, −q)

}NÉ>° (q, p) = (p, −q)

j(,) (q, p) = (−q, −p)
Rigid Motions & its Properties

Definition: a rigid motion is a transformation that preserves distance,
congruency, and angle measure.
Transformation

Preserves
Preserves
Rigid Preserves
Motion? Distance? Angle Measure? Orientation?

Reflection

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rotation

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Translation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dilation*

No

No

Yes

Yes

Key Idea: reflections, rotations, and translations are always rigid
motions. Dilations on the other hand are generally not rigid
motions since they do not preserve distance. The only exception is
the special case of Z< .

Ñ7,9 (q, p) = (q + 7, p + 9)

Z\,Ö (q, p) = (Ö ⋅ q, Ö ⋅ p)

where E is the center of dilation and á
is the scale factor, where á ∈ ℝä .
• Dilations create similar figures,
where the corresponding sides
are in proportion and the
corresponding angles are
congruent.
• Dilations are not always rigid
motions, since they do not always
preserve distance or congruency.

How to Dilate a Line
Dilations of a Line
Step 1: Write the pre-image
Definition: a dilation of a line
equation in y = mx + b form.
will result in an image that is
also a line that also has the
same slope as the pre-image.
Step 2: Determine if the center of
For the h −intercept however,
dilation is on the original line.
if the center of dilation Center of Dilation is on the
Center of Dilation is not on
is a point on the original
original line
the original line
line, then the image
Step 3: Keep the slope the same
Step 3: The image is the same
is the same line.
and multiply the y - intercept by
equation as the pre-image.
If the center of
the scale factor k.
dilation is a point not
on the original line, then the image is a different line with the same slope
and a different h −intercept.
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QUADRILATERALS

List of Quadrilateral Properties

The Quadrilateral Family Tree

Quadrilateral

Trapezoid

Isosceles
Trapezoid

Parallelogram

Rectangle

Rhombus

Square

Formula: The length of the median of a
trapezoid can be calculated using the
following formula:
1
åçéut& = (Dtvç* + Dtvç/ )
2
Isosceles Trapezoid
• each pair of base angles are congruent.
• diagonals are congruent.
• one pair of congruent sides (which are
called the legs. These are the non-parallel
sides).
Parallelogram
• opposite sides are parallel.
• opposite sides are congruent.
• opposite angles are congruent.
• consecutive angles are supplementary.
• diagonals bisect each other.
Rectangle
• all angles at its vertices are right angles.
• diagonals are congruent.
Rhombus
• all sides are congruent.
• diagonals are perpendicular.
• diagonals bisect opposite angles.
• diagonals form four congruent right
triangles.
• diagonals form two pairs of two congruent
isosceles triangles.
Square
• diagonals form four congruent isosceles
right triangles.

Each figure inherits the
properties of its parent.

I can go up the
"quadrilateral
properties" ladder,
but I can't go
down it!
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Quadrilateral
• A quadrilateral is a four-sided polygon.
Trapezoid
• at least one pair of parallel sides.

COORDINATE GEOMETRY PROOFS WITH POLYGONS
How to prove Quadrilaterals
• To prove that a quadrilateral is a parallelogram, it is sufficient to show any one of these
properties:
§ Both pairs of opposite sides are parallel.
§ Both pairs of opposite sides are congruent.
§ Both pairs of opposite angles are congruent.
§ One pair of opposite sides are both parallel and congruent.
§ Diagonals bisect each other.
•

To prove that a parallelogram is a rectangle, it is sufficient to show any one of these:
§ Any one of its angles is a right angle.
§ One pair of consecutive angles are congruent.
§ Diagonals are congruent.

•

To prove that a parallelogram is a rhombus, it is sufficient to show any one of these:
§ One pair of consecutive sides are congruent.
§ Diagonals are perpendicular.
§ Either diagonal is an angle bisector.

How to prove Triangles
• To prove that a given triangle is an isosceles triangle, it is sufficient to show that two
sides are congruent.

•

To prove that a given triangle is an equilateral triangle, it is sufficient to show that all
three sides are congruent.
Remember – if there is a coordinate geometry proof on the regents, devise a plan,
write it down, and use the coordinate geometry formulas shown in the “Coordinate &
Transformational Geometry” section of this packet to prove some properties!
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CIRCLES

Definition: A circle is the set of points a fixed distance from a point. The point is called the center of the circle, and the fixed distance is the radius.

Circle Equations

Completing the Square

General Equation of a Circle

qN + pN + \q + Zp + ò = >
where E, A, and B are constants.
Center – Radius Equation of a Circle

(q − ô)N + (p − Ö)N = jN
where (ℎ, á) is the center and ê is the radius.

Graphing Circles

Steps:
1) Determine the center and the radius of
the circle by getting the equation in the
form (g − ℎ)/ + (h − á)/ = ê / .
2) Plot the center on the graph.
3) Around the center, create four loci points
that are equidistant from the center of
the circle.
4) Using a compass or steady freehand,
connect all four points.
5) Label when finished.
Example: Graph (g − 2)/ + (h + 3)/ = 36

The method of “completing the square” is used when factoring by the basic “Trinomial Method”, or “AM”
method cannot be applied to the problem. The completing the square method is commonly used in geometry to
express a general circle equation in center-radius form to easily identify the center and the radius!
Example: Express the general equation g / + 4g + h / − 6h − 12 = 0 in center-radius form.
Steps:
1) Determine if the squared terms have a
g / + 4g + h / − 6h − 12 = 0
coefficient of 1.
2) If there is a constant/number on the
g / + 4g + h / − 6h = 12
left side of the equal sign, move that
constant to the right side.
g / + 4g + __ + h / − 6h + __ = 12 + __ + __
3) Insert “boxes” or “blank spaces” after
the linear terms to acquire a perfectg / + 4g + ì + h / − 6h + f = 12 + ì + f
square trinomial.
4) Take half of the linear term(s) and
(g + 2)(g + 2) + (h − 3)(h − 3) = 25
square the number. Insert this number
on both the left and right sides.
/
/
5) Factor using the “trinomial method”.
(g + 2) + (h − 3) = 25
ñ /
6) Write your equation.
Formula: ï ó
/

The Parts of a Circle

g
Tan

y

ent

s

Diameter

Seca

x

M

Minor Arc

Chord

Ra
diu

Part of Circle

ajo

rA
rc

Central
Angle

nt

Inscribed Angle

Radius

Definition
a segment with one endpoint at the center of the
circle and one endpoint on the circle.

Diamter

a chord that passes through the center of the circle.

Chord

a segment with both endpoints on the circle.

Tangent

a line that intersects a circle at exactly one point.

Secant

a line that intersects a circle at exactly two points,
and extends outward of the circle.

Central Angle

an angle whose vertex is at the center of a circle and
whose rays intersect the circle.

Inscribed Angle

an angle whose vertex is on a circle and whose rays
intersect the circle.

Major Arc
Minor Arc

an arc spanning more than a semicircle.
an arc spanning less than a semicircle.
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Angle Relationships and Theorems in a Circle

B

x
O

A

A

Central Angle
õ
m∠g = m @D

x

O
d

D

A

Tangent-Chord Angle
1
õ
m∠g = m @D
2

a
d

O

C

O

c
A

A

x

O
C

b

o
Theorem: an angle that is
a + b = 180
o
inscribed in a semicircle
c + d = 180
equals 90°.
Theorem: if a quadrilateral is
inscribed within a circle, then the sum
of its opposite angles equals 180°.

Two Chord Angles
ù* + m @êú
ù/
m @êú
m∠g =
2

B

B

A
O

x

A

C

O

D

E

Angle-Arc for Tangents & Chords
m ¢££§
åt†°ê − m ¢££§
åu&°ê
m∠g =
2
Note: The letter "m" in each
formula denotes the phrase
“the measure of”.

A

c

D

b

B
O

C
O

C

D
B

A
(Part)(Part)=(Part)(Part) Theorem: Parallel chords Theorem: Congruent
intercept congruent arcs.
chords intercept
(7)(9) = (:)(])
õ ≅ DE
õ
If @D ∥ AE, then @A
congruent arcs.
A
B
D
If @D ≅ EA, then
A
õ ≅ EA
õ.
@D
Tangent
B
O
O

A

Inscribed Angle
1
õ
m∠g = m @D
2
B

B
O E

a

B

B

C

x

O

O

x

Segment Relationships and Theorems in a Circle

C

x

Theorem: a tangent is
perpendicular to its
radius, forming a right
angle.
@D ⊥ üA

O

B

b

C

D

A

a
D

C

Theorem: tangents
drawn to a circle from
C
the same external point
are congruent.
@D ≅ ED
Theorem: If a radius is
perpendicular to a chord, then
the radius bisects the chord
and its arc.
B If üE ⊥ @D, then @A ≅ AD
õ ≅ ED
õ.
and @E

a

c

O

O

b
c

d
(W)(E) = (W)(E)
(Whole)(External)=(Whole)(External)
(9)(7) = (])(:)

2

(W)(E) = (T)
(Whole)(External)=(Tangent)2
(:)(9) = (7)N
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Arc Length & Area of a Sector

Definition: a sector of a
circle is the portion of a
circle enclosed by two
radii and an arc. To find
the area of a sector, use
one of the formulas
shown below!

s

Definition: in a circle, the length
of an arc (denoted as v) is a
portion of the circumference. To
find the length of an arc, use one
of the formulas shown below!

r

Arc Length Formulas

where r is the radius and is the central
angle measured in degrees.

where r is the radius and is the central
angle measured in radians.

3-D FIGURES

3-D Shape

r

Area of a Sector Formulas

Think of finding the “arc length” as finding
the length of the crust of a particular pizza
slice.
Think of finding the “area of a sector” as
finding the total amount of pizza in a
particular slice.

Definition: a 3-D figure (also called a solid)
is a solid object that is not 2-D and that has
length, width, and/or depth.

Volume Formula

Picture

Sec
tor

where r is the radius and is the central
angle measured in degrees.

where r is the radius and is the central
angle measured in radians.

Composite Solids & Dissections

Definition: a composite solid is a solid that is composed of two or more solids.
Examples:

h

Prism

w
l

Cylinder

ß®mi^ = ß©^ikl™ô^j^ + ß\p®kn]^j

h

r

Cone

h
r
r

Sphere
Pyramid

h

ß®mi^ = ß´pj7ik] + ß}^:~7n¨m®7j ´jkli

Definition: a dissection of a solid is the breaking down of a 3-D figure into several
recognizable solids so the volume can easily be obtained.
Example: The pool shown in the diagram below must be broken down into
several solids to find the total volume.

Rectangular Prism

Rectangular Prism

Triangular Prism
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The Metric System

Definition: The metric system is a decimal measuring system based on
the meter, liter, and gram as units of length, capacity, weight, or mass.
This decimal system is a base 10 system, easily converting
different units, as shown below.

Cavalieri’s Principle

Theorem: If two solids have the same height and the same cross-sectional area at
every level, then the solids have the same volume.

A mnemonic device that can be used to remember the
names and conversions is:

“King Henry Drinks Ultra

ark

Chocolate Milk!”

Suppose we have 2 distinct stacks of quarters, and each
stack has the same amount of quarters (i.e. equal
heights and areas at every cross-sectional level). We
also know that all quarters are identical in size.
Although the right stack is deformed into an cylindricallike object, the stacks still occupy the same volume.

The Metric System - Names & Conversions
Kilo1 Kilo = 1,000
Base Units

Hecto-

Deca-

1 Hecto = 100
Base Units

1 Deca = 10
Base Units

Base
Unit
=1

Deci-

Centi-

Milli-

1 Deci = .1
Base Units

1 Centi = .01
Base Units

1 Kilo = .001
Base Units

Weight, Density, & Volume

Definition: the density of an object is the measure of weight (or mass)
per cubic unit.
Definition*: the weight or mass of an object is the measure of how
heavy an object is.
Definition: the volume of an object is the amount of space that the
object occupies.

Cross Sections

Definition: a cross section is a 2-D surface or shape that is or would be exposed by
making a straight cut through a 3-D figure at one or multiple points.
Examples:

Formulas
Z^nlk~p =

w7ll
ß®mi^

w7ll
ß®mi^ =
Z^nlk~p
w7ll = Z^nlk~p ⋅ ß®mi^

Population Density

Definition: the population density is a measure of concentration, or how crowded a
particular region or space is. In 2-D, the population density can be measured as the
number of people per square mile or square kilometer.
Formula
´™m®7~kn Z^nlk~p =

´™m®7~kn
Yj^7

Remember!
The population density is
always expressed as
population/units/ .

*Note: For the purposes of this course in geometry, we define weight and mass as the same. In physics, this
definition would be incorrect as acceleration due to gravity must be calculated to find the weight of an object.
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